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Abstract High horizontal-resolution (1=12:5� and 1=25�) 41-layer global simulations of the HYbrid
Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM), forced by both atmospheric fields and the astronomical tidal potential,
are used to construct global maps of sea surface height (SSH) variability. The HYCOM output is separated
into steric and nonsteric and into subtidal, diurnal, semidiurnal, and supertidal frequency bands. The model
SSH output is compared to two data sets that offer some geographical coverage and that also cover a wide
range of frequencies—a set of 351 tide gauges that measure full SSH and a set of 14 in situ vertical profilers
from which steric SSH can be calculated. Three of the global maps are of interest in planning for the
upcoming Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) two-dimensional swath altimeter mission: (1)
maps of the total and (2) nonstationary internal tidal signal (the latter calculated after removing the
stationary internal tidal signal via harmonic analysis), with an average variance of 1:05 and 0:43 cm2,
respectively, for the semidiurnal band, and (3) a map of the steric supertidal contributions, which are
dominated by the internal gravity wave continuum, with an average variance of 0:15 cm2. Stationary
internal tides (which are predictable), nonstationary internal tides (which will be harder to predict), and
nontidal internal gravity waves (which will be very difficult to predict) may all be important sources of
high-frequency ‘‘noise’’ that could mask lower frequency phenomena in SSH measurements made by the
SWOT mission.

1. Introduction

Sea surface height (SSH) is a complicated manifestation of many processes both within and at the surface
of the ocean and, as such, is difficult to observe and model over a wide range of space and time scales.
The two instruments primarily used to observe SSH are satellite altimeters and tide gauges. Satellite altim-
etry, which provides near-global coverage, is an invaluable tool in the study of the global ocean [Fu and
Cazenave, 2001]. However, the long repeat periods (ranging from several days to months) of altimeters ali-
as high-frequency motions. Tide gauges, another invaluable tool for oceanographers, suffer from the
opposite problem. While most tide gauges record measurements every hour, tide gauge networks offer
limited spatial coverage, particularly in the deep ocean, due to the continental coastal locations of many
tide gauges. Many studies have used tide gauges in tandem with altimeter data. For example, Wunsch
[1991] used both types of data to examine global SSH variability, and Ray and Mitchum [1997] used tide
gauges and altimetry to examine internal tides. Here we complement the literature on SSH variance in
altimetry and tide gauges with an examination of SSH output in two new global simulations of the HYbrid
Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) [Chassignet et al., 2009]. The new HYCOM simulations are forced by
both tidal and atmospheric fields [Arbic et al., 2010, 2012; Shriver et al., 2014; Ansong et al., 2015; Buijsman
et al., 2016; Ngodock et al., 2016] and therefore have the potential to realistically simulate SSH variance on
a global scale over periods from hours to years. As a hybrid coordinate model, HYCOM also has the poten-
tial to accurately model both coastal and open-ocean sea level variance. To qualitatively validate model
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accuracy in both coastal and open-ocean regions, we compare model output to tide gauge and in situ
depth-profiling observations.

In this study, we focus on SSH frequency spectral densities, which have been computed from tide gauges
and altimeter data in multiple studies [Pattiaratchi and Wijeratne, 2009; Wunsch and Stammer, 1995; Ray,
1998; Colosi and Munk, 2006; Wunsch, 2010]. We divide the HYCOM SSH output into steric and nonsteric
components, where steric SSH arises from baroclinic motions (e.g., fronts, eddies, thermal expansion, and
internal gravity waves including internal tides) and nonsteric SSH arises from mass changes in the water col-
umn (e.g., barotropic tides, pressure- and wind-forced barotropic variability) [Baker-Yeboah et al., 2009]. We
compare the frequency spectral densities of full (steric plus nonsteric) SSH in HYCOM and 351 tide gauges
in a global database, and the frequency spectral densities of steric SSH in HYCOM and 14 in situ depth-
profiling instruments. The steric SSH can be computed from any in situ instrument that measures tempera-
ture and salinity over a significant fraction of the water column, especially the upper ocean. Examples of the
latter approach include steric SSH computed from ARGO floats [Roemmich and Owens, 2000] and steric SSH
calculations made from moored instruments [Zantopp and Leaman, 1984]. The small number of in situ
depth-profiling instruments used here feature high-frequency sampling in time as well as high vertical reso-
lution, thus enabling a model-data comparison of steric SSH over tidal and supertidal bands. The tide gauge
and in situ vertical profiler data sets we use here are the only observational data sets we are aware of that
offer a wide (quasi-global, in the case of the tide gauges) geographical coverage at the same time that they
cover a wide range of frequencies. For this reason, we compare our model to both tide gauge and in situ
vertical profiler data sets, while being fully aware that the two data sets are rather distinct. The 351 tide

Figure 1. Adapted from M€uller et al. [2015]. (a and b) Frequency spectral density of surface kinetic energy [ðm=sÞ2ðdÞ] from 1=12:5� and
1=25� HYCOM (HYCOM12 and HYCOM25, respectively) at two sample North Pacific mooring locations (coordinates given in subplot
titles). The mooring spectral density and spectral density from Garrett and Munk [1975], GM76, are also given; see M€uller et al. [2015] for
details of the GM76 spectra. (c) Surface kinetic energy wave number-frequency spectral density [ðm=sÞ2ðdÞðkm)] computed from
HYCOM25 in a box in the North Pacific. High variance is seen along the theoretical wave number-frequency slopes for vertical modes.
First mode is represented by a solid white curves, second mode by a dashed white curves, and third mode by a dotted-dashed white
curves. (d) Kinetic energy transfers [ð1029W=kgÞðdÞðkmÞ] computed from HYCOM25 in frequency-wave number space. Blue (negative)
values represent energy being removed from the system while red represent energy injection. See text for description of regions
highlighted with ellipses.
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gauges measure full SSH in locations
that are primarily continental coastal,
whereas the in situ vertical profilers
measure salinity and temperature from
which we calculate steric SSH in 14
open-ocean locations.

We integrate the frequency spectral den-
sities over four frequency bands that are
associated with specific physical process-
es. The division of the modeled spectral
densities into steric and nonsteric com-
ponents also aids in associating the SSH
variability with physical processes. For
instance, mesoscale eddies and western
boundary currents dominate subtidal ste-
ric SSH variability [Le Traon and Morrow,
2001]. Atmospheric pressure loading and
winds contribute importantly to nons-
teric SSH variance over a wide range of
frequencies, from supertidal to annual
and longer [Ponte and Gaspar, 1999;
Shriver and Hurlburt, 2000; Stammer et al.,
2000; Tierney et al., 2000; Carrère and
Lyard, 2003; Fu and Cazenave, 2001]. Diur-
nal and semidiurnal barotropic tides con-
tribute importantly to nonsteric SSH [Le
Provost, 2001] and diurnal and semidiur-
nal internal tides contribute importantly
to steric SSH variance [Ray and Mitchum,
1997; Ray and Zaron, 2016; Shriver et al.,
2012]. Finally, the internal gravity wave
continuum contributes to the steric
supertidal SSH variance [Glazman and
Cheng, 1999].

A major focus of this study is the steric SSH variability due to stationary internal tides, nonstationary internal
tides, and the internal gravity wave (IGW) continuum. There is growing interest in the satellite altimeter
community in the SSH signatures of internal tides and the IGW continuum, particularly because internal
tides and IGWs have significant variance at high wave numbers [Richman et al., 2012; Callies and Ferrari,
2013; Rocha et al., 2016]. These high wave numbers are targeted for study by planned two-dimensional
swath altimeter missions [Fu et al., 2012]. Several previous studies have developed empirical maps of sta-
tionary internal tides [Dushaw et al., 2011; Ray and Zaron, 2016; Zhao et al., 2016]. Because the nonstationary
internal tides and the IGW continuum are less predictable than the stationary internal tides, they may repre-
sent an even greater challenge to the altimetry community. We take a step toward understanding this chal-
lenge by producing global maps of the geographical variability of nonstationary and stationary internal
tides and the IGW continuum. Internal tides and waves are also of interest to the oceanography community
because the mixing associated with internal wave breaking may exert a control on the oceanic meridional
overturning circulation [Munk and Wunsch, 1998; Ferrari and Wunsch, 2009].

In our examination of supertidal steric SSH, we build upon work done in M€uller et al. [2015], which showed
that high-resolution simulations that are forced by both atmospheric fields and tides begin to develop an
IGW continuum. Figure 1 encapsulates results from M€uller et al. [2015]. In M€uller et al. [2015], two earlier
HYCOM simulations were compared against an array of moorings in the North Pacific. Figures 1a and 1b
show frequency spectral densities of surface kinetic energy computed from 1=12:5� and 1=25� simulations
of HYCOM, and from a mooring, against the Garrett-Munk spectral slope for internal waves [Garrett and

Figure 2. (a) Map of 351 tide gauges used in comparison of full (steric plus
nonsteric) SSH variance with HYCOM results. The locations marked with the filled
cyan squares (circled in black for emphasis) are used for comparison in Figure 5.
Longitude (latitude) is measured in degrees north (east) in Figures 2, 3, and 7. All
tide gauges are in the University of Hawai’i Sea Level Center (UHSLC) database.
Only gauges with 1 year of continuous hourly data are used here. (b) Histogram
of years of data collected from the UHSLC tide gauge database.
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Munk, 1975]. The moorings most closely match the theoretical slope. The spectral density of the 1=12:5�

HYCOM simulation falls off much more quickly at the high-frequencies than the spectral density of the
1=25� HYCOM simulation, which therefore matches the observed spectral densities much better at
higher frequency in both locations. Figure 1c shows kinetic energy frequency-horizontal wave number
spectral density computed from a box in the North Pacific in 1=25� HYCOM. The white curves represent
the linear dispersion relation curves for internal gravity waves, computed from the Sturm-Liouville
equation for vertical modes at the northern and southern most latitudes of the North Pacific box in
order to bound the modal peaks. The first three vertical modes are shown. There are peaks at the iner-
tial and semidiurnal bands, and significant energy along the linear dispersion relation curves for IGWs,
the latter in accordance with the notion that an IGW spectrum is developing. Finally, Figure 1d shows
the nonlinear kinetic energy transfers in frequency-horizontal wave number space from 1=25� HYCOM.
The negative values, shown in blue, indicate where the nonlinear transfers remove energy, and the pos-
itive values, shown in red, show where the nonlinearities inject energy into the system. It is clear from
Figure 1d that energy is being removed from inertial and tidal frequencies (indicated with white ellip-
ses) and added at supertidal frequencies along the linear dispersion curves for internal waves, particu-
larly the first mode dispersion curve (indicated with a black ellipse). In summary, Figure 1 demonstrates
that high-resolution general circulation global ocean models with tidal and atmospheric forcing, such
as the HYCOM simulations studied here, are beginning to resolve the IGW continuum.

After describing our HYCOM simulations, observational data, and methodology, we compare frequency
spectral energy densities of full SSH in HYCOM versus tide gauges and of steric SSH in HYCOM versus in situ

Figure 3. (a) Locations of 14 in situ profilers used to compare steric SSH variance with HYCOM results. The locations marked with the filled
cyan and red squares are used for example steric SSH frequency spectral density comparisons (Figures 8a and 8b, respectively). The blue
circles represent the remaining McLane profiler locations, and the pink cross marks the location of the other surface mooring.
(b) Maximum depth used in calculation of steric SSH from both in situ instrument and HYCOM output (pink) compared to full depth of
water column at location of instrument (blue). (c) Length of time series used in calculation of steric SSH frequency spectral densities for
each in situ profiling instrument.
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depth-profiling instruments.
We then create global maps
of steric and nonsteric SSH
variance, integrated over
different frequency bands, in
1=12:5� and 1=25� HYCOM.
The comparison of the IGW
continuum in HYCOM and
observations, and the com-
parison of 1=12:5� and 1=25�

resolution HYCOM, informs
us about whether a numeri-
cal convergence has been
reached, or whether the
continuum estimates shown
here represent a lower
bound. The variance is inte-
grated over four bands: sub-
tidal, two tidal bands (diurnal
and semidiurnal), and super-

tidal. The supertidal steric SSH is assumed to be dominated by the IGW continuum. Motivated by the inter-
est in nonstationary tides, the integrals of the diurnal and semidiurnal SSH frequency spectral densities are
computed before and after the stationary part of the tides are removed. The global maps of nonstationary
internal tidal and IGW continuum SSH variance are of consequence for the upcoming Surface Water and
Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite altimeter mission [Fu et al., 2012], which will measure SSH in two-
dimensional swaths, allowing for unprecedented global coverage. In this study, we will show that HYCOM is
reasonably well matched to data across all frequencies, and will use its global coverage to examine and
map SSH contributions from a variety of frequency bands.

2. HYCOM Simulations, Observations, and Methodology

2.1. HYCOM Simulations
The HYCOM simulations used in this study are forced by the astronomical tidal potential [Cartwright, 1999] of the
three largest semidiurnal constituents (M2; S2, and N2) and the two largest diurnal constituents (K1 and O1). The
simulations use a topographic wave drag field, taken from Jayne and St. Laurent [2001], and tuned to minimize
barotropic tidal errors with respect to the altimeter-constrained tide model TPXO [Egbert et al., 1994]. The tuning
is described in Buijsman et al. [2015]. The impacts of the wave drag in damping the barotropic and baroclinic
tides are described in Ansong et al. [2015] and the impacts of the wave drag on the model barotropic and baro-
clinic tidal energy budget are described in Buijsman et al. [2016]. The HYCOM simulations have 41 layers in the
vertical direction, a 1=12:5� horizontal resolution (�8 km) in one simulation, and a 1=25� horizontal resolution
(�4 km) in the second simulation. Throughout this paper, we will refer to these simulations as HYCOM12 and
HYCOM25, respectively. Wave drag tuning was performed for HYCOM12, but, due to the high computational
costs of such simulations, was not redone for HYCOM25. Hence, the wave drag in the HYCOM25 simulation may
be less than optimal in some respects. Atmospheric pressure, wind, and buoyancy forcing is taken from the U.S.
Navy Global Environmental Model, NAVGEM [Hogan et al., 2014]. NAVGEM is run on a 37 km grid, and interpolat-
ed to a 0:5� application grid used to force both HYCOM simulations. HYCOM12 is forced hourly by NAVGEM
while HYCOM25 is forced every 3 hours. In both HYCOM simulations, an Augmented State Ensemble Kalman Fil-
ter is employed to reduce the global M2 barotropic tidal errors [Ngodock et al., 2016], averaged over waters
deeper than 1000 m to about 2:6 cm compared to the altimeter-constrained model TPXO [Egbert et al., 1994].
General details about HYCOM can be found in Chassignet et al. [2009] and Metzger et al. [2010]. We use hourly
HYCOM SSH output saved over 1 year. The 1 year duration of HYCOM output is dictated by the very large com-
putational and storage costs associated with such high-resolution ocean models. HYCOM12 output is saved from
November 2011 to October 2012, while HYCOM25 is saved from January 2014 to December 2014. The steric SSH
put out by HYCOM is computed as outlined in Appendix A. The nonsteric SSH is computed as the difference

Figure 4. Example frequency spectral density from HYCOM25 near Hilo, Hawai’i
(204:96�E; 19:70�N) with colors shading the frequency bands used in making global maps of
SSH variance. The pink region represents the subtidal band, the teal region is the diurnal band,
the purple region is the semidiurnal band, and the yellow region represents the supertidal
band.
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between full and steric SSH. We have found that
the method of computing steric SSH in HYCOM
produces spectral densities essentially identical to
those computed from steric height calculated in
the more traditional way, to be given in equation
(1). The HYCOM outputs of steric and nonsteric
SSH are used in constructing global maps of SSH
variance in different frequency bands.

2.2. Tide Gauge Data
The tide gauge data are taken from the Universi-
ty of Hawai’i Sea Level Center (UHSLC) tide
gauge database [Caldwell et al., 2011]. We use
hourly tide gauge data, to match the hourly
HYCOM output. For each tide gauge, 1 year of
continuous data are extracted from the UHSLC
database. The HYCOM output used for compari-
son with the tide gauges is taken at the nearest
neighbor model grid points corresponding to
the tide gauge locations. The 1 year time period
is dictated by the duration of available tide
gauge records in the UHSLC database as well as
the duration of available HYCOM output. Out of
almost 1000 tide gauges in the UHSLC database,
351 tide gauge locations meet our criteria of
having 1 year of continuous hourly output. A
map of the 351 locations is given in Figure 2a. As
seen in Figure 2a, there is a noticeable continen-
tal coastal bias in the tide gauge locations. A his-
togram of the years covered by the tide gauge
data is shown in Figure 2b. The majority of the
tide gauges used cover years in the 21st century.

2.3. In Situ Depth-Profiling Data
We use in situ instrument depth-profiling data at
14 locations where high-frequency and high
vertical-resolution temperature and salinity data
are available to compute frequency spectral den-
sities of steric sea surface height in the tidal and
supertidal bands. Because high-frequency steric
SSH variability can only be considered to be rep-

resentative of the internal gravity wave continuum in deep water, only moorings that are in more than 1000
m of water are used for this comparison. A map of the 14 in situ profiler locations is given in Figure 3a, while
Figure 3b shows the depths of each instrument and Figure 3c shows the length of the time series from each
profiler. At locations 13 and 14 in Figures 3b and 3c, we have data from surface moorings [Farrar et al., 2015;
Weller and Anderson, 1996]. Because the temperature is sampled at higher vertical resolution in the surface
moorings than the salinity, the salinity is interpolated to the temperature measurement depths. As these mea-
surement depths are not evenly separated, a trapezoidal integration technique is used in the steric sea surface
height calculation. The sampling intervals are approximately 1 hour, and vary by instrument. Record durations
from these two surface moorings are approximately 75 and 130 days. In the other 12 locations (locations 1–12
in Figures 3b and 3c), McLane profilers are used [Doherty et al., 1999]. The temperature and salinity data are
sampled coincidentally and are mapped onto 2 db intervals. The sampling period is also approximately
1 hour, varying by instrument. Record durations of the McLane profilers range from eight days to two months,
as seen in Figure 3c. Due to the uneven temporal sampling of both surface moorings and McLane profilers,

Figure 5. Example SSH frequency spectral densities of tide gauge
data and corresponding model grid point output in (a) Eastport,
Maine, (b) Puerto Armuelles, Panama, and (c) Lautoka, Fiji. Dashed
lines denote K1 diurnal and M2 semidiurnal tidal frequencies. The
95% confidence interval shown accounts only for random error in
spectral density calculations.
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both sets of data are interpolated in time to even 1 hour sampling intervals in order to allow for spectral ener-
gy densities to be computed.

Time series of steric height are computed from in situ profiler data using the standard definition [Knauss,
1997] given as

hðp1; p2Þ5
1
g

ðp2

p1

aðS; T ; pÞdp (1)

where S, T, and p denote salinity, temperature, and pressure, respectively, and aðS; T ; pÞ is the specific vol-
ume, defined as 1=q, where q is density. Division by the gravitational acceleration, g, ensures correct units
of height, hðp1; p2Þ, where p1 and p2 are the integration bounds. The steric height was computed over the
upper ocean depth intervals for which data were collected. The HYCOM steric SSH values used in the
model-data comparisons are computed over the same depths as the corresponding instrument using equa-
tion (1). The average number of pressure levels used in the integration for steric SSH for each profiling
instrument is �477, while the average number of pressure levels used for integration in HYCOM is �31
pressure levels. Figure 3b shows the maximum depth of each instrument, shown in pink, over the full depth
of the water column at the instrument location, shown in blue. Although the surface moorings do not cover
as much of the water column as the McLane profilers (Figure 3b), the two surface moorings have the lon-
gest time series of the in situ instruments (Figure 3c). This illustrates the unfortunate trade-off between high
vertical sampling and long time series with such data. Because the McLane profiler data records are of short
duration, we omit the subtidal band from our comparison of HYCOM and in situ profiler data.

2.4. Methodology
Before frequency spectral densities are computed, both a linear trend and a mean are removed from each SSH
time series, SSH(t). Following this, each time series is multiplied by a Tukey window having a ratio of taper-to-

Figure 6. Scatterplot of full SSH variance (cm2) in model output versus tide gauge data in (a) subtidal, (b) diurnal, (c) semidiurnal, and (d)
supertidal frequency bands. Axis limits differ between subplots.
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constant sections equal to 0.2. Approximately 12% of the variance is lost across the full frequency band due to
the Tukey window. The frequency spectral densities are computed from each time series for each tide gauge, in
situ vertical profiler, and corresponding model grid point using a discrete Fourier Transform, dSSHðxÞ, given by

dSSHðxÞ5
XT21

t50

SSHðtÞe2ixt; (2)

where x denotes frequency, t denotes time, and T is the total number of samples.

The SSH variance computed over a frequency band ½xmin;xmax� is calculated as

SSH variance 5
2dt

T

ðxmax

xmin

jdSSHðxÞj2dx; (3)

where dt is the temporal sampling interval. We integrate over four frequency bands shown in Figure 4, the
subtidal band (frequencies 1/366 cycles per day (cpd) to 0:86 cpd), the diurnal band (frequencies 0.87–
1:05 cpd), the semidiurnal band (frequencies 1086–2:05 cpd), and the supertidal band (frequencies 2.06–

12 cpd). In the construction of our
global maps, within the diurnal and
semidiurnal bands, we compute the
total and nonstationary SSH varian-
ces. The nonstationary component
is calculated by removing the har-
monics of the five tidal constituents
introduced into these HYCOM simu-
lations via harmonic analysis [Ray,
1998] before spectral densities
are computed. The degree of

Figure 7. Percent error of HYCOM25 variance relative to tide gauge variance (see equation (5)) at each tide gauge location in (a) subtidal, (b) diurnal, (c) semidiurnal, and (d) supertidal
frequency bands.

Table 1. The Mean of SSH Variance in cm2 Computed Over All 351 Tide Gauge
Locations for Tide Gauges and Corresponding Model Grid Points in HYCOM12 and
HYCOM25a

Tide Gauge HYCOM12 HYCOM25

Average total variance (3103) 3.2 2:9 ð0:91Þ 3:0 ð0:94Þ
Average subtidal variance 103.7 82:9 ð0:80Þ 104:4 ð1:01Þ
Average diurnal variance 402.3 336:6 ð0:84Þ 271:1 ð0:67Þ
Average semidiurnal variance (3103) 2.7 2:5 ð0:93Þ 2:6 ð0:96Þ
Average supertidal variance 13.1 6:3 ð0:48Þ 4:1 ð0:31Þ

aThe parenthetical values are ratios of HYCOM variance to tide gauge variance.
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nonstationarity computed here is a
function of the 1 year record length of
our HYCOM output. We computed non-
stationary tidal signals from a 3 month
time series, a 6 month time series, and
a full 1 year time series at a single loca-
tion near Hawai’i. We found the nonsta-
tionary signal to be 0.07% of the total
tidal signal in the 3 month time series,
0.09% in the 6 month time series, and
0.17% in the full year time series. As
expected and consistent with Ansong
et al. [2015], the nonstationarity of the
tidal signal increases as the record
length increases. As a time saving mea-
sure, the global maps of HYCOM12 and
HYCOM25 SSH variance are con-
structed from output subsampled at
1=4� intervals.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison to Tide Gauges
In both the model output and the tide
gauge data, large peaks in SSH variance
are seen at the diurnal and semidiurnal
bands near 1 and 2 cpd. Figure 5 shows
HYCOM/tide gauge data frequency
spectral density comparisons at three
example locations. The three locations
are indicated on Figure 2a by filled cyan
squares. Figures 5a and 5c display the
comparisons at Eastport, Maine, and
Lautoka, Fiji, which were chosen to rep-

resent continental and island locations, respectively, where the model performs well. The spectral densities are
relatively well matched, although the model is deficient at supertidal frequencies in Figures 5a and 5b. Many of
the tide gauges display a relatively flat spectrum at supertidal frequencies, which may be indicative of instru-
ment noise or poorly resolved coastal or harbor dynamics. Figure 5b, the comparison for Puerto Armuelles, Pan-
ama, was chosen to exemplify a location with a greater model/data discrepancy. The model/data differences are
particularly large between frequencies ranging from slightly less than diurnal to slightly more than semidiurnal.

The band-integrated variances in the model are reasonably well matched with the band-integrated tide
gauge variances. Figure 6 shows scatterplots of the band-integrated SSH variances in the model versus tide
gauge data. In the subtidal band, Figure 6a, the model shows scatter, but little to no bias. In the diurnal
(Figure 6b) and semidiurnal (Figure 6c) bands, the model shows less scatter and little bias, except at low-
variance values in the semidiurnal plot, where the model is biased high compared to the data. In the super-
tidal band, Figure 6d, the model shows scatter and a low model bias, in accordance with Figures 5a and 5b.

Discrepancies between the model and tide-gauge data could be due to a combination of factors, including
inadequate model representation of complex coastal bathymetries and instrument noise at supertidal fre-
quencies. The percent error in HYCOM25-to-tide gauge band-integrated variances is calculated as

Error51003
jTide Gauge Variance2HYCOM25 Variancej

Tide Gauge Variance
; (4)

Figure 8. Example steric SSH spectral densities from (a) McLane profiler located at
120:61�E; 12:84�N, and (b) surface mooring located at 38�W; 24:58�N and
corresponding HYCOM25 grid points. The dashed vertical lines denote K1 diurnal
and M2 semidiurnal tidal frequencies. The 95% confidence intervals shown
account only for random error in spectral density calculations.
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and is mapped in Figure 7. In the subtidal, diurnal, and semidiur-
nal maps, (Figures 7a–7c), the error is approximately 10% over
much of the globe, with higher error near Japan in the subtidal
band and in the Gulf of Mexico in the semidiurnal band. It is
unclear why the model is not performing as well in the subtidal
band near Japan—a highly energectic region for the subtidal
flows—as in other similarly high subtidal variance regions. The
supertidal band (Figure 7d) in general shows higher error across
the globe, approximately 100%, in most locations. Considering
Figure 7d along with Figure 6d, we see that the error seen in the
supertidal map is caused by the model underestimating the
supertidal variance at most locations. Again, this is consistent
with what is seen in the example frequency spectral densities,
Figures 5a and 5b.

The averages of the band-integrated full SSH variances, comput-
ed over the 351 tide gauge locations, from the tide gauge data
and both HYCOM simulations, are given in Table 1. HYCOM25 is
more closely matched to the tide gauge data in total, subtidal,
and semidiurnal variance, but underestimates the variance in
the diurnal and supertidal frequency bands, where HYCOM12
performs better. These rather substantial drops in variance from
HYCOM12 to HYCOM25 (�20% in the diurnal band and �33% in
the supertidal band) indicate that the resolution of complex
bathymetries is not the primary cause of HYCOM error in these
two bands; if it were, then the HYCOM25 simulations should per-
form better. In the supertidal band, Figure 5 show that
HYCOM25 is lower than HYCOM12 in all three locations. In this
band, coastal variances are in part associated with overtides
[Ray, 2007], which can be seen clearly in Figures 5a and 5c.
Again, HYCOM25 measures low compared to HYCOM12 in these
overtidal peaks, suggesting HYCOM25 may have lower ampli-
tude overtides compared to HYCOM12 globally. This may be
related to the fact that the wave drag was not retuned in
HYCOM25. Ansong et al. [2015] shows that the strength of wave
drag tuning substantially affects the barotropic and internal
tides in HYCOM. Egbert et al. [2004] and Arbic et al. [2008] show
that even barotropic tides are impacted by the resolution of
models, and that the optimal strength of wave drag in models
depends on model resolution.

3.2. Comparison of Modeled Steric SSH to In Situ Estimates
Figure 8 shows example frequency spectral densities of steric

SSH (equation (1)) computed from HYCOM25 compared with frequency spectral densities computed from
two in situ depth-profiling instruments; one McLane profiler and one surface mooring. These example loca-
tions are indicated on the map in Figure 3a by a filled cyan square for the McLane profiler and a filled red
square for the surface mooring. The example McLane profiler comparison is the best of the 12 McLane pro-
filer comparisons and the example surface mooring profiler comparisons is the better of the two surface
mooring comparisons. Large peaks are seen at tidal frequencies in both data sets as well as the model out-
put, implying large internal tidal signals. The model matches the McLane profiler data relatively well across
all frequencies, but is deficient in comparison to the surface mooring. As shown in Figure 3c, surface moor-
ing time series were longer, allowing a HYCOM-data comparison over a wider range of frequencies. Howev-
er, the McLane profilers had deeper, and much denser, vertical coverage which may contribute to a closer
match between the HYCOM25 and the McLane profiler spectral density. With one exception, all the McLane
profilers have measurements at depths exceeding 1000 m, while surface mooring measurements are at 350

Figure 9. Scatterplots of band-integrated steric
SSH variance in in situ vertical profiler data
versus 1=25� HYCOM in (a) diurnal,
(b) semidiurnal, and (c) supertidal frequency
bands. Axis limits differ between subplots.
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and 120 m. Therefore, at the McLane profiler locations, the steric SSH integrations are performed over the
bulk of the thermocline. Conversely, at the surface mooring locations, because the measurements do not
cover all of the thermocline, errors in the representation of the thermocline in the model could create large
errors in comparisons of model versus mooring frequency spectral density.

Band-integrated scatterplots of high-frequency model versus in situ steric SSH variances are given in Figure 9.
Across all bands shown in Figure 9, scatter and bias are evident in the scatterplots. In the diurnal band, Figure 9a,
the regression value is 0.87 and the correlation coefficient is 0.93. The semidiurnal band, Figure 9b, has a regres-
sion value of 0.71 and a correlation coefficient of 0.85. In the supertidal band, Figure 9c, the regression value is
0.79 and the correlation coefficient is 0.89. The low bias in all frequency bands apparent in Figure 9 suggests that
the model is not fully resolving the internal tides or the IGW continuum. However, the regression values all
exceed 0.70, suggesting that the model is resolving a nonnegligible fraction of these high-frequency motions.

3.3. Global Maps of SSH Variance
We now use the model’s global coverage to our advantage. We show global maps of steric and nonsteric,
computed in the model as given in Appendix A, SSH integrated over various frequency bands in HYCOM25.
From the maps, we compute a spatial average of SSH variance defined as

Figure 10. Bar graph of HYCOM12 and HYCOM25 variance in cm2 in subtidal, diurnal, nonstationary diurnal, semidiurnal, nonstationary
semidiurnal, and supertidal bands in (a) full, (b) steric, and (c) nonsteric SSH. Variance was calculated over deep ocean grid points (seafloor
depths greater than 1000 m). Axis limits differ between subplots.

Table 2. Globally Averaged Variance (cm2) for Full, Steric, and Nonsteric SSH in Subtidal, Diurnal (Both Full and Nonstationary),
Semidiurnal (Both Full and Nonstationary), and Supertidal Bands in HYCOM12 (H12) and HYCOM25 (H25)a

SSH Subtidal Diurnal
Diurnal

(Nonstationary) Semidiurnal
Semidiurnal

(Nonstationary) Supertidal

Full H12 68.71 117.05 0.33 735.12 0.48 0.33
H25 69.24 97.41 0.30 785.06 0.58 0.25

Steric H12 34.89 0.17 0.05 0.80 0.30 0.06
H25 34.83 0.15 0.05 1.05 0.43 0.15

Nonsteric H12 39.63 116.96 0.30 734.79 0.31 0.31
H25 40.00 97.34 0.27 784.59 0.32 0.16

aVariance was calculated over deep ocean grid points (seafloor depths greater than 1000 m).
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Spatial Average5

ð ð
g2dAð ð

dA
; (5)

where g2 is the SSH variance and dA is the area of an individual grid point. We compute the spatial average
only over grid points in the deep ocean (seafloor depth >1000 m). The spatial average values for the full,
steric and nonsteric SSH in subtidal, diurnal, semidiurnal, and supertidal bands, and for the nonstationary
components of the diurnal and semidiurnal bands, are given in Table 2 and summarized visually in Figure
10, both of which will be referenced throughout the remainder of this section.

The maps of band-integrated steric and nonsteric variance in the four frequency bands, shown in Figures
11–16, exhibit features familiar from earlier studies, which will be discussed throughout this section. Note
that the axis limits are not in general equal across the subplots. Figure 11 shows maps of steric and nons-
teric SSH variability in subtidal frequencies. The map of subtidal steric SSH, Figure 11a, highlights strongly
eddying regions, such as western boundary currents, consistent with many earlier analyses, e.g., Ducet et al.
[2000]. The nonsteric subtidal map, Figure 11b, shows high variability in the high latitudes, due to wind and
pressure forcing [Stammer et al., 2000; Tierney et al., 2000; Carrère and Lyard, 2003]. HYCOM includes the
dynamic effects of atmospheric pressure as well as the static inverted barometer (IB) effect [Ponte and
Gaspar, 1999]. Pressure- and wind-forcing drive nonsteric SSH variability over all frequency bands studied
here and yield particularly strong variability at periods of 3–4 days, primarily at mid-high latitudes, where

Figure 11. Global SSH variance (cm2) from HYCOM25 in the subtidal band (frequencies 1/366 to 0.86 cpd). The 95% confidence intervals
range from 96% to 104% of shown value. In this and subsequent figures, (a) steric and (b) nonsteric variances are shown.
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SSH variability can be as large as 15 cm [Fu and Chelton, 2001]. These large variations occur primarily in the
Southern Ocean where atmospheric pressure forcing is at a maximum. Our maximum HYCOM25 subtidal
nonsteric SSH variance in the Southern Ocean is 22 cm. The subtidal nonsteric SSH variance is likely domi-
nated by pressure forcing and is also strongly impacted by atmospheric wind forcing [Carrère and Lyard,
2003].

The nonsteric maps of the diurnal and semidiurnal bands, respectively shown in Figures 12b and 13b, show
the classic barotropic tidal patterns seen in many previous studies, e.g., Le Provost [2001] and Egbert et al.
[1994]. The HYCOM25 diurnal nonsteric map has a spatially averaged global variance of 97:41 cm2 and the
semidiurnal nonsteric map has a spatially averaged global variance of 785:06 cm2 (Table 2). The HYCOM tidal
variances found here are comparable with those of previous studies [Arbic et al., 2004], but smaller by about
10% for unknown reasons. The five constituents used in HYCOM12 and HYCOM25 contribute 97% of the glob-
al variance found in the ten largest tidal constituents in GOT99.2 [Ray, 1999]. Therefore, one could expect an
increase in variance of a few percent in the nonsteric and steric SSH variance estimates in both the diurnal
and semidiurnal bands if more constituents were included in the HYCOM simulations. The steric diurnal and
semidiurnal maps, Figures 12a and 13a, show the diurnal and semidiurnal internal tidal signals. The diurnal
steric SSH, Figure 12a, does not propagate poleward of 30�, consistent with theory [Gill, 1982; Shriver et al.,
2012]. The semidiurnal steric sea level map (Figure 13a) displays a spatial distribution similar to maps of the
M2 internal tide constructed from altimeter data [Dushaw et al., 2011; Ray and Zaron, 2016; Zhao et al., 2016].

Figure 12. Global SSH variance (cm2) from HYCOM25 in the diurnal band (frequencies 0.87–1.05 cpd). The 95% confidence intervals range
from 92% to 109% of shown value.
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The map in Figure 13a highlights regions of known large semidiurnal internal tides, for example, north of the
Hawai’ian islands, near French Polynesia, and between Tasmania and Australia. In both the semidiurnal bands,
the global steric SSH (internal tide) variance increases from HYCOM12 to HYCOM25 (Figure 10), indicating that
model resolution is an important factor in modeling the internal tides. The global variance for the semidiurnal
internal tide increases from 0:80 cm2 in HYCOM12 to 1:05 cm2 in HYCOM25 (Table 2), approximately equal to
the �0:96 cm2 estimated from Zaron [2015]. For reasons we do not understand, but which may have to do
with the lack of retuning of the wave drag in HYCOM25, the globally averaged full, steric, and nonsteric SSH
variances in the diurnal band decrease slightly from HYCOM12 to HYCOM25, in contrast to the results in the
semidiurnal band which shows increased variance with an increased resolution. The geographies of diurnal
and semidiurnal internal wave generation differ from each other [Egbert and Ray, 2003], implying the wave
drags for the two types of motions should be tuned separately; this would be very difficult to do in present
simulations.

Figures 14 and 15, respectively, show global maps of the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal band variance after
the stationary part of the tide has been removed. Low-latitude and equatorial regions tend to display the
largest signals in the nonstationary diurnal and semidiurnal steric (internal tide) maps [Zaron, 2017], and the
high variance regions are correlated with the total internal tidal signals (Figures 12a and 13a). The global
HYCOM25 maps of nonstationary steric SSH (internal tides) have a spatially averaged global variance of
0:05 cm2 in the diurnal band and 0:43 cm2 in the semidiurnal band (Table 2), the latter being comparable to

Figure 13. Global SSH variance (cm2) from HYCOM25 in the semidiurnal band (frequencies 1.86–2.05 cpd). The 95% confidence intervals
range from 92% to 109% of shown value.
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the �0:33 cm2 estimated from Zaron [2015]. HYCOM25 variance is nearly equal to HYCOM12 variance in the
nonstationary diurnal band and is larger than HYCOM12 in the nonstationary semidiurnal band (Figure 10).
The nonstationary component of the nonsteric semidiurnal SSH (0:32 cm2) is smaller than the nonstationary
component of the steric semidiurnal SSH (0:43 cm2; Table 2), consistent with the idea that semidiurnal inter-
nal tide signals have a substantial nonstationary component [Zilberman et al., 2011]. Because the SWOT mis-
sion will be primarily focused on small horizontal scales, the small-scale, nonstationary semidiurnal steric
SSH signals are of greater interest to the SWOT mission than the larger-scale nonstationary semidiurnal
nonsteric SSH signals.

Maps of the supertidal variance are displayed in Figure 16. The largest nonsteric supertidal variance (Figure
16b) is along the coastlines where overtides (higher harmonics of the barotropic tide) are largest [Ray,
2007]. The nonsteric supertidal variance is approximately an order of magnitude smaller in the open ocean.
The variance in this band is due in part to wind and atmospheric pressure forcing [Carrère and Lyard, 2003],
and in part to overtides. The global nonsteric supertidal variance is 0:16 cm2 in HYCOM25, less than the val-
ue in HYCOM12 (Figure 10). The drop in variance in the nonsteric supertidal band from HYCOM12 to
HYCOM25 is consistent with Table 1 and is perhaps related to the low amplitudes of overtides in HYCOM25
as discussed in section 3.1.

The steric supertidal map, Figure 16a, represents a global estimate of SSH variance in the internal gravity
wave continuum. As with the semidiurnal steric SSH map, the largest amplitudes are generally seen along

Figure 14. Global SSH variance (cm2) from HYCOM25 in the diurnal band (frequencies 0.87–1.05 cpd) after stationary tides have been
removed via harmonic analysis. The 95% confidence intervals range from 92% to 109% of shown value.
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the equator and in low latitudes. Again, comparison of HYCOM12 and HYCOM25 in Figure 10 indicates that
increasing the horizontal resolution of the model yields increased variance in the IGW continuum, consis-
tent with results in M€uller et al. [2015]. The global continuum variance increases from 0:06 cm2 in HYCOM12
to 0:15 cm2 in HYCOM25 (Table 2). The diurnal internal tidal band variance of 0:15 cm2, the semidiurnal
internal tidal band variance of 1:05 cm2, the nonstationary internal semidiurnal tidal band variance of
0:43 cm2, and the IGW continuum band variance of 0:15 cm2 are measurable signals that contribute to the
high frequency, and likely high wave number, variance of interest to SWOT [Richman et al., 2012; Callies and
Ferrari, 2013; Rocha et al., 2016].

4. Summary and Discussion

Sea surface height (SSH), observable globally with satellite altimetry and tide gauge networks, is a complex
mixture of many physical processes taking place over a wide range of space and time scales. Here we use a
global ocean general circulation model forced by atmospheric fields and tides to map the global steric and
nonsteric SSH contributions in subtidal, diurnal, semidiurnal, and supertidal frequency bands. The results
complement altimeter data, which suffer from infrequent temporal sampling, and tide gauge data, which
suffer from sparse spatial sampling. Comparisons with a quasi-global set of tide gauge data, a set of 14 in
situ depth-profiling instrument data distributed around the globe, and previous results in the literature

Figure 15. Global SSH variance (cm2) from HYCOM25 in the semidiurnal band (frequencies 1.86–2.05 cpd) after stationary tides have been
removed via harmonic analysis. The 95% confidence intervals range from 92% to 109% of shown value.
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indicate that the model captures well-known phenomena such as mesoscale eddies and western boundary
currents (steric subtidal), the barotropic tides (nonsteric diurnal and semidiurnal), internal tides (steric diur-
nal and semidiurnal), and both low- and high-frequency barotropic motions driven by atmospheric pressure
loading and winds (nonsteric subtidal and supertidal). The tidal and supertidal steric SSH maps produced
here are of particular interest for planned future swath altimeter missions, which will focus on variability at
small horizontal scales but which will alias high-frequency motions.

The semidiurnal internal tides have variances of 1:05 cm2 (0:43 cm2 in the nonstationary component). The
nonstationary component is most prominent at low latitudes. In the supertidal band, having periods rang-
ing from 2 to 12 hours, the steric SSH variance increases from 0:06 cm2 in a 1=12:5� resolution simulation to
0:15 cm2 in a 1=25� resolution simulation, suggesting that the model has not yet achieved numerical con-
vergence. The supertidal steric SSH signals in the model are generally most prominent in lower latitudes.
The supertidal IGW continuum variance computed over the upper ocean from the 1=25� resolution simula-
tion is comparable to but lower than the variance computed from in situ data, suggesting that the model
estimates of the supertidal IGW continuum SSH variance may represent a lower bound. The internal tides,
both phase locked and nonstationary, and the supertidal IGW continuum will appear as sources of ‘‘noise’’
in swath altimeter missions, and will obscure examination of low-frequency phenomena unless they can be
accurately identified and removed.

Figure 16. Global SSH variance (cm2) from HYCOM25 in the supertidal band (frequencies 2.06–12 cpd). The 95% confidence intervals
range from 98% to 101% of shown value.
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Appendix A: Formulation of Steric Sea Surface Height in HYCOM

Steric sea surface height (SSH) is related to conservation of mass. We first assume local conservation of verti-
cally integrated mass:

qaðD1gs
aÞ5qbðD1gs

bÞ (A1)

where

D 5 rest water column thickness;

qa5depth averaged density at time a;

qb5depth averaged density at time b;

gs
a5steric SSH at time a;

gs
b5steric SSH at time b:

We rewrite equation (1) as:

gs
b5

qa

qb
gs

a1
qa2qb

qb
D: (A2)

If we define time b as our time of interest, and time a as the long-term mean, we can rewrite the standard
steric SSH as

gs5
�q
q

gs 1
�q2q

q
D; (A3)

where the long-term mean depth-averaged density, �q, is obtained from climatology or from a long-term
mean from a prior simulation, and q is the instantaneous depth-averaged density. We do not have an inde-
pendent way to calculate mean steric SSH, gs , but we do have the total (steric plus nonsteric) mean SSH, �g.
Because most nonsteric components are high frequency, we assume the total mean SSH is entirely steric,
i.e., gs � �g. HYCOM then calculates and writes out steric SSH as

gs � �q
q

�g1
�q2q

q
D: (A4)
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